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members submitted interesting items
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Front cover: Portrait of a Cape Eagle-Owl showing heavy blotching on the upper breast, broad
barring on the abdomen and very large feet. See Peter Steyn's Spotted Eagle-Owl Fact File on page 8.
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EDITORIAL

W

As this magazine reaches the membership, a group of the club's birders leave
our shores for an exciting birding adventure in
Ecuador, the second trip organised by our
International Trips Sub-committee. Two
departures are planned for 2013, to Namibia in
April and Ghana in November, and we hope that
these will be well supported by the membership.
Another exciting venture in March 2013 will
be Flock 2013, a radical departure from the
normal BLSA AGM get-togethers. With over 850
birders already booked on the MSC Opera cruise
to Walvis Bay, this should prove to be an event
which will be hard to beat in the future, so
hopefully many of you are taking the opportunity
to be part of this experience, and perhaps to add a
few pelagic and other birds to your life-lists.
We wish you a great Festive Season and good
birding in 2013.
Otto Schmidt

ith a good season of winter rains and
one of the best showing of spring
flowers for many years behind us, we hope you
are all enjoying some good birding as we head into
summer.
Once again several of our members have
been recognised for the great work they have
done and are doing in the realm of birds and bird
research. In August, WESSA at their 64th AGM
nominated Anne Gray as an Environmental
Champion in recognition of over 25 years of
dedicated voluntary work with the Cape Bird
club and her support for other environmental
groups. At an awards dinner in Johannesburg on
11 September, Ann Koeslag and Pe t e r S t e y n
were recognised by the Birds of Prey Working
Programme for their contributions to raptor
conservation, with CBC President Peter Steyn
also receiving the prestigious Steven Piper
award for a lifetime's contribution to raptor
research. Our congratulations go to them all.

CAPE BIRD CLUB AGM

COME JOIN US

The Annual General Meeting of the Cape
Bird Club will take place at 20h00 on
Thursday 14 March 2013 at the Nassau
Centre, Groote Schuur High School, Palmyra
Road, Newlands.

FOR A YEAR END
CELEBRATION
EVENING
Date:
Time:
Place:

AGM AGENDA
1. Apologies.
2. Confirmation of the Minutes of the
previous AGM held in March 2012.

Thursday 6 December 2012
18h30 for 19h00
Nassau Centre,
Groote Schuur High School
Palmyra Road, Newlands

Come and join us for a glass of sherry on arrival,
followed by a show of members' slides and
video clips and a quiz organised by Mel Tripp.
After the activities, enjoy a glass of wine or fruit
juice and pizzas. Note that the pizzas will be
delivered in waves to ensure that they are hot
and fresh.
Please note the earlier starting time.
Cost: R45 per person, payable at the door.
RSVP: Joan Ackroyd at Tel. 021 530 4435
NB: To assist with catering arrangements,
please let us know before Thursday 29
November if you will be attending.

3. Matters arising from the Minutes.
4. Chairman's Report for the period
March 2012 to February 2013.
5. Financial Report for the year ended
31 December 2012.
6. Election of Committee Members for
2013/2014.
7. Appointment of Auditor.
8. General/Any other business.
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In terms of the CBC constitution, nominations for
office bearers (Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon.
Treasurer and Hon. Secretary) and six Committee
Members must reach the Hon. Secretary not later
than 7 March 2013. They must be signed by the
Proposer and Seconder, and countersigned by the
Nominee. Please utilise a copy of the form below
to send in nominations.
Please note that, in order to shorten the
meeting, an abridged version of the Chairman's
Report and Conservation Committee Report may
be read at the meeting. The report will, however,
be printed in full in the June issue of Promerops
and can also be read on our website
www.capebirdclub.org.za After the business of
the meeting there will be a short presentation by
Gareth Tate on “The Nesting Secrets of Black
Sparrowhawks”.

CLUB NEWS
PROMEROPS PUBLICATION DATES FOR 2013
From next year we plan to bring out Promerops one
month later than at present. There will still be four
issues per year, but in future these will be published
in March, June, September and December.
Unfortunately you will have to wait four months till
your next issue, but we have extended our
Programme to cover the period up to March 2013
so please keep it on hand until then.

We hope some new committee members will
come on board in 2013. For this we are not
looking for expert birders but for
enthusiastic people with new ideas and good
organisational ability. If you would like to
get more involved with the running of the
club, please let us know. Contact numbers
are all listed on page 2.

QUASAR AUTOMAIL
The insertion of Promerops is now being handled
by Quasar Automail. This is a small mailing house
in Bellville which is run to generate funding for the
Quasar Trust (the Quadriplegic Association of the
Western Cape). They have a residential care
facility for quadriplegics in Parow and probably
also elsewhere. Our August issue was dispatched
very speedily and efficiently and we are sure they
will continue to give us a quick turnaround at an
economical rate. Anyone interested in their
service can contact the Quasar Trust (Ferdi Prins)
by email or phone, see below.

NOMINATION FORM
I am a member of the Cape Bird Club and am
prepared to stand for election to the
Committee of the Club for the year 2013/14.
NAME OF NOMINEE
(Block letters) ..................................................
(Signed) ..........................................................
NAME OF PROPOSER
(Block letters) ..................................................
(Signed) ..........................................................
NAME OF SECONDER
(Block letters) ..................................................
(Signed) ..........................................................
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS
Please join us in welcoming the following new
members to the Club:
Gretchen Baretta, Rondebosch
Gerald Stark, Lakeside
Richard Clarkson, Parklands
Peter Mann, Kalk Bay
Patricia and Rob Ferguson, Kalk Bay
Patricia van der Byl, Dassenberg
We hope you will enjoy taking part in some of our
activities this year and take the opportunity to visit
some new places and see many new birds. Those
who are beginners should try to join one of Merle
Chalton's monthly Saturday morning outings to
Rondevlei Nature Reserve, which is an excellent
starting point. See our programme on page 24 for
dates and details. All our outings and other
activities are arranged for both beginners and
experienced members so don't be shy to come
along and ask questions.
We also look forward to meeting you at one of
our evening meetings. Please introduce yourselves
to Gill or Joan at the entrance table on arrival and
stay afterwards for a cup of tea or coffee.

TABLE BAY NATURE RESERVE
The following nature reserves have recently been
amalgamated into one reserve which is now
known as the Table Bay Nature Reserve: Rietvlei
Wetland Reserve, Zoarvlei, Milnerton
Racecourse, Milnerton Lagoon and Diep River &
Parklands Fynbos Corridor. Rietvlei is now known
as Table Bay Nature Reserve, Rietvlei Section.
NEW BIRDLIFE APPOINTMENT
Those of us who are worried about the future
proliferation of wind farms and their impact on
birdlife will be pleased to know that BirdLife SA
has appointed a Birds and Renewable Energy
Manager who took up her post in August. This
position is being sponsored by Investec Capital
Markets for an initial period of three years.
The new manager is Samantha Ralston who
has a Masters in Conservation Biology and seven
years of experience in reviewing EIAs. We wish her
well in her very demanding and responsible role.
CAPE BIRD CLUB MEMBERS RECEIVE
ENDANGERED WILDLIFE TRUST AWARDS
At an awards dinner held at the Country Club in
Johannesburg on 11 September 2012 Ann
Koeslag and Peter Steyn were recognised by the
Birds of Prey Programme of the EWT for their
contributions to raptor conservation.
In the citations given prior to being given their
individual awards, Ann's major research projects
in the Western Cape, especially her work on the
Black Sparrowhawk, were recognised.
Peter Steyn was the recipient of the
prestigious Steven Piper award for a lifetime's
contribution to raptor research.
Kerri Walter also received an award for her
important work on vulture conservation.

DONATIONS
BirdLife SA has sent us details of donations to CBC
for June and July. Special thanks to François van
der Merwe and Lawrence Evans for their very
generous donations. In addition, François has
sponsored the cost of this issue's colour cover,
which is much appreciated.
We would also like to acknowledge donations
from all the following who are regular supporters
of our club: Dr. J.E. Fincham, Dr. R.D. Barnes,
Mnr. H.M. de Villiers, Mr. M.F.W. Reitz, Mr. C.S.
Hoard, Mrs. B.D. Allsop, Mrs. R.A. Knight, Mrs. J.J.
Bancroft, Mrs. A. Hutchings, Mr. H. Kahle and Mr.
G.D. Meihuizen.
Our thanks to you all. Your support gives us
great encouragement and is very much
appreciated.
TEA'S UP!
We all welcome that cup of tea (or coffee or
rooibos) after our evening meetings, and the
chance to chat before we go home.
But
unfortunately at the current price of R2,00 a cup
(with a biscuit, don't forget) we are hardly breaking
even, so we are reluctantly having to increase the
price to R4,00 from January 2013. Our last
increase was at the beginning of 2003 when the
cost went up from R1,00 to R2,00 but ten years is a
long time and inflation has finally caught up with us.

Ann Koeslag, Kerri Walter (centre) and Peter Steyn with
their awards
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MALLARD WATCH
Doug Harebottle of the ADU is reminding
everyone to look out for any Mallard or mallard
hybrid (including Quackers) and to report their
whereabouts and number to the “Special
Watch” section on the SABAP2 website
(www.sabap2.adu.org.za ). A national Mallard
control/research strategy has been formulated
and information about the species distribution,
abundance and hybridisation with Yellow-billed
Ducks (or any other ducks) is urgently needed.

HELP WANTED
'EGGSELLENT' OYSTERCATCHERS
African Black Oystercatchers Haematopus
moquini, have without doubt been the best
studied shorebird in Africa and one of the most
intensively studied birds in the southern
hemisphere. The reason for the focus on this
species has been largely as a result of its
charismatic nature, the ease with which it can be
studied and the fact that it seemed to be facing the
spectre of dwindling numbers and possible
extinction not so long ago. From a conservation
point-of-view, the good news is that the global
oystercatcher population has increased
considerably and there is the possibility of it being
delisted in the near future.
However, the enormous amount of data that
has been gathered on oystercatchers, largely as a
result of conservation efforts, has now revealed a
remarkable long-term change in the clutch size of
these birds: in the late 1970s and early 1980s
three-egg clutches were almost never seen - now
they are observed regularly every season
(although three-egg clutches are still thin on the
ground). The million dollar question, of course, is
what has caused this observed increase? If the
increase in the number of three-egg clutches turns
out to be a 'real' phenomenon (i.e. due to
increased reproductive output by the female of a
breeding pair and not due to egg dumping or
polygynous breeding trios) it will be one of the
very few recorded examples of a long-term
sustained increase in reproductive output for a
shorebird species anywhere in the world.
To attempt to get a handle on what has caused
this change in clutch size Dane Paijmans, a
Masters student at the Percy FitzPatrick Institute of
African Ornithology, is needing to locate as many
of these three-egg clutches as possible. So, if you
are on the beach this summer and spot a three-egg
oystercatcher clutch, please contact Dane as soon
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NEW WOODPECKER SPECIES FROM EARLY
PLIOCENE AT LANGEBAANWEG
Langebaanweg, at over two million years, is
probably the oldest fossil bird site in the world.
10,000 skeletal remains studied by many
scientists to date represent an amazing 80 species,
from tiny passerines to an ostrich, slightly larger
than the modern species of ostrich found today.
The most abundant fossil birds found at the
site are francolins and guineafowl. Besides the
terrestrial birds, the site has yielded a large
number of fossils of marine and oceanic birds. The
exceptional diversity of species of several taxa
present, compared with today, is extremely
interesting as it indicates that very different
climatic conditions existed there in the past.
As some of the birds found at Langebaanweg
live in a variety of different environments, their
discovery at a single site has helped scientists to
recreate the various habitats which existed at
Langebaanweg some 5 million years ago. The
diversity of birds reveals profound changes in
climate and environment.
In July 2012 Albrecht Manegold and Antoine
Louchart, working at the Senckenberg Research
Institute near Frankfurt in Germany, published a
paper announcing that remains of a true
woodpecker species, of medium size and
previously unknown, had been identified from
Langebaanweg.
This new taxon is believed to have lived in the
early Pliocene period about five to three million
years ago and is the first documented prePleistocene record of woodpeckers from the entire
African continent It was related to woodpecker
species alive in the Americas and Eurasia today and
is clearly distinct from the three extant lineages of
Picinae that are endemic to sub-Saharan Africa.
In honour of Nelson Mandela's 94th birthday
on 18 July 2012, they named it Australopicus
nelsonmandelai.
Anne Gray

Oystercatchers feeding busily
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Well, high on the list is Felicity Ellmore our
secretary. When Felicity is not surveying pentads
for SABAP 2 or ringing, she is preparing notes for
the committee and ensuring that members are
kept up to date. She could be regarded as the oil
which keeps the committee going - high grade
best quality multigrade oil.
Gavin Lawson, the low profile brains behind
the club's website is also a longstanding member
of our committee. He has a wealth of knowledge
on the legal aspects of environmental issues and
spends much time ensuring that the club's views
are heard on issues such as wind farms and EIAs on
potentially sensitive sites where development is
planned.
†
Frank Wygold is an educator who has
received a number of awards including an Eagle
Award from BirdLife SA for his contribution to
environmental education. He has a laboratory
which would be the envy of any school. He has
organized funding to maintain this service to
schools and by extension, to the environment.
Sadly the provincial government is planning to
evict him from his current site. We are in
discussion with a number of other organizations
to ensure that this valuable work can proceed.
Shaun Overmeyer comes with a deep
understanding of negotiations and a wide vision of
issues. He can be relied upon to come up with an
alternative approach which is always invaluable.
Although not a professional ornithologist, he has a
vast knowledge of birds and birding and chairs the
Western Cape Birding Forum's IBA committee.
And yours truly? Well, he supplies a meeting
venue and a good supply of refreshments.
Dave Whitelaw

Doug Loewenthal

as possible (Dane.Paijmans@uct.ac.za), giving
him details of the locality (and if possible the coordinates) of where the three-egg clutch was seen.
Your help would be greatly appreciated as threeegg clutches are still relatively rare and the more
eyes we can get out there, the better!
Douglas Loewenthal
Research Associate, Shorebird Research, PFIAO

CONSERVATION
CBC CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
To many of you I'm sure the Conservation
Committee is an unknown entity. Over the years
we have achieved a number of important tasks. I
thought it was time to introduce this unknown
entity to you.
There are two important features of your
present committee: It has been together a long
time and it has a vast range of talents.
We have three professionals on the team. Doug
Harebottle needs no introduction a key member
of the ADU with an in depth knowledge on birds,
their distribution and vulnerability. If he doesn't
know he has the resources to find out. In addition
he is active in a number of important conservation
projects involving bird ringing and bird
monitoring.
Cliff and Suretha Dorse, both employed by
the City, hold key positions.
Cliff oversees biodiversity issues. He was key
in identifying a large number of important
biodiversity areas and is currently involved in
having them declared nature reserves. For birders
the key site is the False Bay Ecopark. This includes
Rondevlei, Zeekoeivlei and Strandfontein and
stretches as far as Kaptein's Klip.
Suretha is also intimately involved in planning
and implementing conservation issues in the City.
In addition she has an impressive list of important
contacts which enables her to facilitate matters.
Her other strength is her impressive knowledge of
the legal aspects of conservation.
What of the rest of us?

P.S. The committee felt that I didn't accurately
describe my role. I was persuaded to include the
following as composed by a member of the
committee and agreed to by them.
“Dave Whitelaw has been the chair of the CBC
Conservation Committee for many productive
years. He is truly the heart of the committee and
through his witty, fair and knowledgeable way has
always steered the committee in the right
direction. His selfless dedication to all issues at
hand and to all members of the committee has
made his cherished leadership irreplaceable. It is
hoped that he will continue in this critical position
for many years to come”.
†

Sadly, we have just learned that Frank passed
away suddenly. A tribute will be published in
our next issue.
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SPOTTED EAGLE-OWL FACT FILE
Introduction
This fact file has been written in response to
questions I am frequently asked, usually in
connection with the pair that nest above the
cycad garden at Kirstenbosch. By the time this is
published in the November issue of Promerops
the young there should still be in the vicinity of the
nest, assuming that breeding is successful.
Information has been taken from my text in
Birds of Prey in Southern Africa (1982) which is
now not generally available. Many of the facts in
my account were taken from an unpublished draft
of a book entitled 'It's an Owl's Life' by Gerry
Broekhuysen, much of it based on observations
during the 1950s by himself and his students at the
University of Cape Town of a pair that nested on
an ivy-covered ledge there. Sadly Gerry, chairman
of the Cape Bird Club for twenty-two years, died
in 1975 while on holiday in Greece soon after his
retirement. His owl book almost disappeared into
oblivion until his widow Mariette generously
permitted me to glean valuable information from
it for my text so that it could be saved for posterity.
On a lighter note perhaps I may recount an
incident involving Gerry's beloved UCT owls. In
the days before electronic flash he was using flash
bulbs, and while leaning out of a window of the
old Zoology block he inadvertently dropped a
used bulb onto the ledge near the incubating
female. Not wanting to disturb her at night, he
decided to remove it the next day, but it wasn't
there. His perplexity was resolved when the owl
stood up briefly to reveal that during the night she
had rolled the round bulb beneath her to join her
clutch of two eggs. Gerry was ecstatic and
remarked to me 'You see Peter, Niko Tinbergen is
right, she has a compulsion to incubate a round
object.' At that time Professor Tinbergen, also from
Holland, was breaking new ground at Oxford with
his behavioural studies, especially of birds.

FACT FILE

Peter Steyn

1. Spotted Eagle-Owls (SEO) mate for life and
the sexes can not usually be distinguished,
either on the basis of colour or size. A rare
rufous form is occasionally encountered
which has orange, not yellow, eyes.
2. SEO are often misidentified as Cape EagleOwls (CEO), but these are usually found in
mountainous or rocky habitat and are not
nearly as common as the SEO. The main
distinguishing features of the CEO are its
orange eyes, two patches or 'breast plates' of
darker coloration on the upper breast, broad
barring on the abdomen and, most important
of all, very large feet capable of killing a hare.
Although confusion with the rufous form of
the SEO is more likely, its orange eyes should
be ignored in favour of the other more reliable
distinguishing features of the CEO.
3. The SEO roosts on the ground or in trees, as at
Kirstenbosch, and the pair are usually in close
proximity. They rely on their cryptic
coloration to avoid detection, especially
when roosting on the ground.
4. Hunting begins at dusk, usually after the pair
has exchanged a series of characteristic
hooting calls, often in duet. The owls hunt
from a perch such as a roadside utility pole or
fence post and, tragically, many are killed at
night by speeding vehicles. In Namibia for
example twenty-six dead SEO were counted
along a 200 kilometre stretch of road. Prey is
caught in a silent stealthy stoop.
5. It is generally believed that the diet of the SEO
comprises mainly small mammals such as
rodents, but Gerry Broekhuysen's analysis of
1,076 prey items from his own records and
from the literature revealed a different story.
Arthropods comprised 67 per cent of the
total, mammals 17 per cent and birds 14,5
per cent. The small balance was made up of
reptiles, amphibians and fish. Although
arthropods made up the greatest number of
records, it should be noted that the mammals
and birds would account for a greater weight
of food in their diet. Pellets of fur containing
bones and the chitin of insects are
regurgitated the following morning and can
be used to ascertain the diet of a pair in an
area to support my favourite raptor maxim
'Opportunity makes the meal.'

Gerry Broekhuysen's owl on an ivy-covered ledge at
UCT.
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wheezing call which I once described as being
'midway between a severe dose of nasal
catarrh and a muted concrete mixer'. The
parents will easily locate them at night and
continue to feed them. If there is any danger,
for example the family dog in a suburban
garden, then by all means return the chick to
its nest if possible, or place it in an elevated
position out of harm's way. When threatened
by a human or a predator, young owls often
spread the wings and snap their bills, an
effective form of intimidation also sometimes
used by adults.
9. The female rarely leaves the nest when the
young are small and feeds them on prey
supplied by the male, an average of four
deliveries a night during the UCT
observations. Once the young are two weeks
old the female spends less time on the nest
and may begin to help the male in hunting.
Even when the female no longer spends the
day with the young she is on guard nearby and
may swoop down and attack a human or dog
near the nest. The renowned photographer
Eric Hosking lost an eye to a Tawny Owl in
Wales as a young man, so it always pays to be
cautious, especially near a nest at night.
Incidentally that incident gave him the perfect
title for his autobiography An Eye for a Bird.
10. Once out of the nest the young owls remain
in the vicinity and continue to be fed by their
parents until they can fend for themselves. In
one observation it was thought that a young
owl made its first kill seven weeks after it left
its nest. Once they become fully independent
at about four months of age the young owls
disperse and two ringed juveniles were
recovered at distances of 11 and 17
kilometres from their nest site.
Peter Steyn

Peter Steyn

6. No actual nest is built, as is the case with all
owls, and various sites are used. In an analysis
of 359 records 61 per cent were on the
ground, 26 per cent in trees and 11 per cent
on buildings. The remaining 2 per cent were
in other miscellaneous positions, for example
on a hay stack. 'Ground' nests are usually
amongst rocky outcrops, as at Kirstenbosch
the last few years, on the ledge of a quarry, or
on the eroded bank of a donga or river. Tree
nests may be in a natural hollow, or where
several branches converge, or in the nest of
some other tree-nesting species such as a
raptor or crow. The same site may be used
year after year, for fifteen years consecutively
in one record. In recent years nest-boxes have
become popular but they are often not
utilised if the pair already has a favourite
established site.
7. Eggs are usually laid from August to October
throughout Southern Africa (90 per cent of
records). The clutch varies from two to four
eggs, usually two, less often three, and very
rarely four. However, there is one unusual
record of six eggs. Larger clutches have
generally been recorded in years of prey
abundance such as a rodent population
explosion. The eggs are rounded and white.
They are laid at intervals of two to three days
and incubation begins with the laying of the
first egg. Broekhuysen's observations at UCT
established that the female brooded all day
and left the nest three times each night for
periods of 6-28 minutes, usually to receive
prey from the male who took no share of the
incubation. Eggs hatch after 32-34 days.
8. Although they hatch at intervals, no sibling
aggression has been observed. The newly
hatched chick is covered in white down and
its eyes are closed. At two weeks it has a
thicker second coat of greyish down and the
first feathers are just emerging. The young
leave the nest at about six weeks, before they
can fly properly, at which stage the wing
feathers are well grown, but the tail is only
about half its final length. They still retain
some down on their underparts and on their
heads. The owlets can stand when they are
three weeks old, at which stage they become
increasingly active and adventurous. By the
time they are nearing the end of the nestling
period they may often wander off a ground
nest, or if in a tree site they may fall to the
ground. Under no circumstances should such
apparently abandoned young owls be
'rescued'. They have an extremely far-carrying

A Spotted Eagle-Owl spreads its wings in threat to
intimidate the photographer.
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MONITORING VERREAUX'S (BLACK) EAGLES
What's in a common name?
Actually a great deal, mainly because these names
belong to the public and especially to those who
are privileged to live in rural areas. Many of us
prefer Black Eagle for this icon of our mountains
and hills as it soars effortlessly along the cliffs
hunting for dassies. In Afrikaans they are called
Witkruisarend, which is apt because it describes
how the white on the back forms a cross, whereas
Verreaux's tells us nothing about the appearance of
the eagle.
Lucia Rodrigues has a major project to monitor
breeding by these eagles in the Western Cape and
we are helping her by checking on some known
breeding pairs and looking for new ones.

nest to perch on the same rock, the female stood
up on the nest and was clearly visible but she
disappeared when she lay down. We concluded
that these eagles had bred successfully and on 19
June 2012 the female was either still incubating
the eggs or was brooding a recently hatched chick.
So the score at this point was two adults and
probably a tiny chick.
The second nest is situated along the same
mountain chain on a farm. Lucia needed to
establish whether the nest she has seen and
photographed there belongs to a separate pair of
eagles because it could be within range of the pair
described above. I had phoned the farmer to ask for
permission to access his land, which birders must
always do. He was enthusiastic and clearly loved
"his" Witkruisarende that he has watched since he
was a child. Part of our conversation went like this:
Farmer: "Ek het een op 'n dood lammetjie onlangs
gesien."
Me, alarmed: "Het die arend die lammetjie
doodgemaak?"
Farmer, emphatically: "Nee! Dit was stilgebore.
Die kraaie was alreeds daar."
On arrival the farmer told us that it was a hard
walk to reach the place from where Lucia had
taken the photo, and that it would be better to
drive via a nearby pass to the top of the mountains
where we would still be on his land. He described
how to reach a vantage point from which he had
been able to look onto the nest. He had discovered
this in an amusing way. While collecting buchu he
needed to stretch out from the top of the cliff to
reach a plant when he was buzzed by an eagle that
came so close that he felt the rush of air that it
created. He said it was like a close encounter with a
Boeing! In watching the eagle he saw the nest.
Once at the top we phoned the farmer three
times for guidance but we failed to locate a nest.
This may have been because we thought we
needed to look down the cliff face whereas the
nest is probably on the other side of an intervening
ravine. At 15h00 we had to leave but we noted an
adult eagle flying close by and slightly to the north
of where we had been searching and we
concluded that this farm is in the territory of a
different pair of eagles from those we confirmed
as breeding earlier in the morning. We intend
going back soon to try to establish if they are have
bred.* Score now 3 adult eagles and probably
one tiny hatchling.
The next objective was to look for previously

FIVE ADULTS, A SUB-ADULT AND PROBABLY
A NEWLY-HATCHED CHICK
On 19 June 2012 Jo Hobbs and I set out to check
two nesting sites in the Piketberg area and to look
for others in the Olifantsrivierberg that towers
above Porterville. We reached a good observation
point below the first site at 09h00. On cliffs directly
to the west three previously-used nests were clearly
visible. It was disappointing that none of these were
marked by recent white excreta stains, which
implied that this pair was not breeding. However,
the gloom evaporated at 09h30 when we spotted
an eagle quartering slowly along the cliffs and
slopes almost certainly hunting dassies. The wing
profile suggested it was a male. At 10h15 the eagle
suddenly landed on a cliff beneath an overhanging
rock well to the south of the previously used nests.
This spot was marked by a plant (possibly a creeper)
growing on the cliff face. Using 10 x 40 binoculars it
was difficult to see much nest structure above the
plant but in zoomed photos a substantial
construction of sticks is clearly visible. Subsequent
analysis with Google Earth indicated that the direct
line distance between the observation point and
the nest was about 1050 m and that we were 400
m lower down the mountain slope.
At 10h40 an eagle, presumably the one we
had seen land, left the nest and flew to perch on a
rock about 100 m to the right. It stayed there for
several minutes during which it either preened or
scanned around the area. It then flew again
quartering the slopes until it disappeared beyond
the southern end of the range. The wing profile
was that of a male. Suddenly at 11h10 it reappeared, flew directly onto the nest and then
departed. He may have delivered prey but it
happened too quickly to be sure. After he left the
November 2012
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uncharted nests. To do this we drove from
Porterville up Dasklip Pass to the top of the
Olifantsrivierberg. This pass is impressive and
passing a large truck that was coming down was a
tight squeeze. On top we slept at Coen's House on
a farm. From here the view eastwards over very
rugged country with successive mountainous
ridges is unique, especially as the sun is setting to
create a contrast between parts in shadow and
others still in sunlight. It is surely ideal Black Eagle
habitat and we noted the presence of dassies
basking on rocks. Baboons were barking well after
dark, possibly because of a prowling leopard.
The next day we started to atlas the area and
in doing so located a sub-adult eagle at a point
near a dam. The plumage development on this
individual was approaching that of an adult, and
when it perched with its back towards us we could
see that the white feathers appeared to be fully
developed. The next day at approximately the
same position we detected two adult eagles to the
south. The larger female perched on a rock on the
skyline, while the male flew to the north of us and
perched on the edge of a cliff. We concluded that
we were probably near the core of a territory and
that the sub-adult seen the previous day may have
been an offspring of these two adults.

sightings have confirmed that this sparrow has
extended its range. We had to pass on a
nondescript brown raptor somewhat like a Yellowbilled Kite in size and general plumage colour but
without the yellow beak and a fanned rather than
concave tail. There was faint barring under the tail.
It was quartering over high mountain grassveld.
Suggestions would be welcome.
John Fincham
*Note: We subsequently revisited this site on 26
July and managed to locate the nest and confirm
that two eggs had been laid. On our next visit on 3
September I was able to photograph a well-grown
chick on the nest (estimated by Lucia to be about
5 weeks old).

STOP PRESS: INTERNATIONAL TRIPS

COMMIT TEE UPDATE
The calendar, itinerary and approximate costs
for the 20 day overland trip (from Cape Town)
to our northern neighbour Namibia in April
2013 have now been finalised. The trip, led by
CBC member and specialist bird guide Japie
Claassen, will run from 6 to 25 April and the
approximate cost will be R22 000 pps (with a
R2000 single supplement). Costs are
dependent on numbers and this figure is based
on 12 to 14 participants. Members will
experience this diverse country with its variety
of habitats from the Namib Desert, the Walvis
Bay/Swakopmund coastline to the northern
boundary along the Kunene River, targeting its
many special birds, a number of which are
endemic to this fascinating destination. We
have already had a number of enquiries and
interested members can obtain a detailed
itinerary and additional information from Johan
Schlebusch at johan.g.schlebusch@gmail.com
or on 021-6857418 / 0828049025.
Our second departure for 2013 is to Ghana
in West Africa in November. This will be a 16
day adventure (16 November to 1 December)
run in conjunction with local operator Ashanti
African Tours. It will cover varied habitats from
rain forest to savannah and should produce in
excess of 400 species including such mouthwatering birds as the iconic Yellow-headed
Picathartes. The estimated tour cost is +/- 2000
Pounds Sterling and interested members can
obtain additional information and a detailed
itinerary from Johan Schlebusch at the above email address / contact numbers.

Overall Black Eagle score: 5 adults, one subadult and probably a tiny chick. To us this was a
satisfying result.

John Fincham

Other notable birds detected for our atlas list were
the small but exquisite Cape Siskin (now my
favourite little bird), with Cape Rock Thrush well
represented and Malachite Sunbirds all over the
place with the males in full breeding regalia. We
got an SABAP2 atlas out-of-range for Grey-headed
Sparrow on a farm at the foot of the mountains but
it has since been accepted. Several other recent

Ideal Black Eagle habitat in the Olifants-rivierberg.
The view to the east from Coen's House.
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This bird was very much indicative of the
“redder” dune form found much further north
around Aggenys (approx 150kms north) and not
the “browner” plains form around Brandvlei
(approx 150kms east).
Excited by our discovery we travelled south
out of 3030_1855 pentad into the next southerly
pentad 3035_1855. There we came across
another specimen … definitely a Red Lark with a
lack of streaking on the flanks but a noticeably less
robust bill and jizz resembling more a Karoo Lark.
Could this possibly be a hybrid?
These discoveries represented a significant
range extension of this species by at least another
QDS (quarter degree square)…This must be the
most south western record for this species… and
no more than perhaps 10kms from the boundary
of the Western Cape… very exciting! Given more
time and access into suitable looking habitat
further south into the Western Cape it's quite
possible that one might turn up the first record of
Red Lark in our region! Something the listers
would relish!
Was it cold? Well I must confess to wearing a
beanie for all 4 days… and nights!
Plus on the Saturday torrential rain AND hail
turned this dry arid place into a veritable
“wetland”. It was great to experience and see,
although a week or two later we may well also
have seen some spectacular flora.
Mel Tripp

ATLAS BASH & RED LARKS
KNERSVLAKTE RED LARK RANGE EXTENSION
A group of atlasers, including several CBC
members, again visited the Knersvlakte to cover
some virgin pentads and to add a card or two to
those done in October 2011 when there were very
high temperatures of over 30ºC. In atlasing
parlance this is known as an “Atlas Bash”!
The Knersvlakte is an arid succulent Karoo
area, little visited as part of SABAP2 and
approximately 80kms north of Vanrhynsdorp and
west of Bitterfontein.
4/5 days, this time in August, in somewhat
different, much cooler conditions, to cover this
dry, arid area in the most northern parts of the
Western Cape and over into the most southerly
pentads of the Northern Cape, where it changes
to Kalahari sands scrub.
On Friday 10 August Frank Hallett and I
covered 3 virgin pentads. The most interesting of
these 3030_1855 and 3035_1855 were just into
the Northern Cape… interesting was an
understatement…
We stopped to check out a bird moving
around foraging in the scrub not too far from the
road. Expecting Karoo Lark and quite astonished
once I was able to get a good view… “Frank…
Frank,” I cried in a muffled scream… “Get your
camera, this is a Red Lark!” After much
manoeuvring in the confines of the vehicle, not
wanting to get out for fear of scaring off the bird,
Frank managed to open the sun roof and snake his
way up to get this shot and a few other pictures.
Absolute proof is essential in circumstances like
this…what a beauty!

SABAP 2

Frank Hallett

The good news is that the South African Bird
Atlas Project, SABAP 2, is an ongoing project
and no cut-off date has been set. This means
that new atlasers are needed to join the
increasing number of enthusiasts and new
members also have the opportunity to take
part. Our Western Cape
SABAP 2 Co-ordinator,
Peter Nupen, is keen to set
up SABAP Workshops to
assist new atlasers in the
coming year and anyone
interested can contact him
at pnupen@iafrica.com

The deadline for our next issue
is 9 January 2013

Knersvlakte - Dune form of Red Lark
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Black-chested Snake Eagle - one seen at
Hoogstaan about 7 kilometers north of
Moedverloren Nature Reserve,12 August 2012
(SF, PN)
Tambourine Dove - a bird heard at Paarl Bird
Sanctuary, 28 July 2012 (JH), a bird seen at Paarl
Bird Sanctuary, 26 August 2012 (FE)
Great Spotted Cuckoo - a bird seen near
Klipheuwel, 2 July 2012 (CS), seen again 5 July
2012 (SF, StF). 6 July 2012 (JM), 8 July 2012 (JN),
last seen 12 July 2012 (JMa)
Brown-backed Honeybird - a bird seen at the
corner of Mountain Rd and Bernard
Crescent,Somerset West, 1 August 2012 (RMe), a
bird seen in a Durbanville garden, 2 August 2012
(B&CS), a bird seen in the company of African
Dusky Flycatchers at Kirstenbosch, 2 September
2012 (CBC members), a bird seen at
Kirstenbosch, 3 September 2012 (MB),
White-fronted Bee-eater - a bird seen in
Plettenberg Bay, 21 June 2012 (GR), seen on 29
June 2012 (GS, MB), 1 July 2012 (AC)
Groundscraper Thrush - a bird seen in
Bredasdorp, 15 July 2012 (SB)
African Firefinch - some birds seen in the Karoo
National Park, 16 June 2012 (HL)

SIGHTINGS
All Sightings contributions to be reported/sent to
compiler Felicity Ellmore by e-mail at
fellmore@absamail.co.za or Tel. 0211 762 0176.
May we remind you that a list of all species
that constitute south-western Cape Rarities (local)
can be found, together with National Rarities, on
the CBC website www.capebirdclub.org.za
Please note that none of the sightings listed
below have been verified by either a regional or
national rarities committee.
NATIONAL RARITIES:
Eurasian Oystercatcher - a bird seen at Seeberg,
West Coast National Park, 15 June 2012 (GB),
seen on 9 August 2012 (TL)
European Honey Buzzard - a bird seen at
Kirstenbosch, 15 June 2012 (JMc)
African Hobby - a bird seen just north of Seeberg
in West Coast National Park, 6 June 2012 (GB)
Grey Wagtail - a bird seen at the Riviersonderend
Sewage Works, 3 August 2012 (JJo), seen on 4
August 2012 (SF, StF, MS, DA, GW)
LOCAL RARITIES:
Greenbacked Heron - an immature bird seen at
Helderberg Nature Reserve, 7 July 2012 (BD, NC)
Marabou Stork - a bird seen at the George
rubbish dump, 23 June 2012 (JW), still there 31
July 2012 (JW)
Fulvous Duck - 3 birds seen at Paarl Bird
Sanctuary, 23 June 2012 (Paarl Bird Sanctuary
counters), a bird seen at Die Oog, 25 June 2012
(GP), a bird seen at Philippi, 7 July 2012 (OS, SF,
AG), 2 birds seen at Paarl Bird Sanctuary, 25
August 2012 (JF)
Palm-nut Vulture - an adult bird seen on the farm
Helderwater, along the Berg River, east of Velddrif,
28 July 2012 (CS, SF, MT)
Long-Crested Eagle - a bird seen flying above
Helderberg Nature Reserve, Somerset West, 28
July 2012 (BD)

Otto Schmidt

BIRDS ESTABLISHED IN THE SOUTH
WESTERN / WESTERN CAPE, BUT RARE OR
LOCALISED:
Goliath Heron - a bird seen on Pan M1 at
Strandfontein Sewage Works, 12 June 2012 (SF), a
bird seen on the farm Helderwater, Berg River, 28
July 2012 (CS, SF, MT), seen at Rondevlei, Cape
Town, 7 September 2012 (GP)
White-backed Duck - a bird seen at Paarl Bird
Sanctuary, 28 July 2012 (seen on the CWAC
count)
Hottentot Teal - 2 birds seen during the CWAC
count, Paarl Bird Sanctuary, 28 July 2012, seen on
the Swartrivier Road, southern Cape, 19 August
2012 (LB), a bird seen at Paarl Bird Sanctuary, 25
August 2012 (JF)
Martial Eagle - a bird seen over Vergelegen
Hospital and Bridgewater area of Somerset West.,
18 June 2012 (JC), a bird seen over the Annandale
Road between Stellenbosch and Somerset West,
21 July 2012 (Somerset West Bird Club)
African Jacana - a bird seen at Zandvlei Nature
Reserve, 2 June 2012 (FE, MT), seen again 16 June
2012 (B&VC), a bird seen at Paarl Bird Sanctuary,
25 August 2012 (RM, PR)

Two Fulvous Ducks in a hurry
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OBSERVERS

Sightings, cont.

Otto Schmidt

Deona Andrag
Mike Buckham
Graham Bull
Lee Burman
Sharon Brink
Merle Chalton
John Clements
Barry and Val
Cleveland
Alan Collett
Neal Cooper
Bryn de Kock
Felicity Ellmore
Jean Eva
John Fincham
Simon Fogarty
Stella Fogarty
Tertius Gous
Anne Gray
Louis Hugo
Johan Johansson
John Jones

Two Hottentot Teals taking their time

OTHER INTERESTING SIGHTINGS:
White Stork - a bird seen at Rondevlei Nature
Reserve, Cape Town, 22 July 2012 (MC), seen on
9 August 2012 (JE)
Black-crowned Night-heron - a flock of about 40
birds seen at Rondevlei Nature Reserve, Cape
Town, 29 June 2012 (FE)
White-faced Duck - 114 birds seen at Paarl Bird
Sanctuary, 23 June 2012 (Paarl Bird Sanctuary
counters), over 70 birds seen in the Philippi
Wetlands, 7 July 2012 (SF)
Maccoa Duck - 145 birds seen during the CWAC
count at Paarl Bird Sanctuary, 25 August 2012
(LH)
Osprey - an overwintering bird at Rooisand
Nature Reserve along the Bot River estuary, 22
June 2012 (TG), a bird seen at Kersefontein, Berg
River, 29 July 2012 (CS, SF, MT)
Common House Martin - a pair breeding at
Rondevlei, Wilderness Lakes area, 27 August
2012 (AC)
Blue-mantled Crested Flycatcher - a pair of birds
seen in Newlands Forest, 15 July 2012 (MB)
Southern Grey-headed Sparrow - 2 birds seen at
the entrance to Strandfontein Sewage Works, 8
July 2012 (JMa)

HL
TL
JMa
JMc
RMe
RM
JM
JN
PN
GP
GR
PR
CS
MS
OS
CS
GS
B&CS
MT
BV
JW
GW

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
A REMINDER

If you are in arrears with your
membership renewal this
could well be your last
Promerops, so please don't
delay! Slow payers risk being
struck off the BirdLife and CBC
membership lists.
For queries telephone 011 789-1122 or e-mail
membership@birdlife.org.za
Address changes should also be sent to
BirdLife SA by e-mail or by post to P O Box 515,
Randburg 2125 or fax to 011 789 5188.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
When making your payment to BLSA by EFT or
direct Bank Deposit please ensure that you
quote your membership number as
reference. Without this it is sometimes
impossible to match up payments with the
correct member. If your payment cannot be
correctly allocated you could eventually be
struck off as “unpaid” or “lapsed” and we really
don't want to lose you!

Please send any information on
metal- or colour-ringed birds to:
SAFRING
University of Cape Town
Rondebosch 7701
Tel. (021) 650-2421/2 : Fax: (021) 650-3434
e-mail: safring@adu.uct.ac.za
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although the male was also observed feeding on
occasion. No activity was observed at the nest-site
from 7 September, and it is assumed that the
chick/chicks fledged that morning. Only one
chick could be seen at the nest entrance when
feeding took place, and unfortunately actual
fledging was not observed, so it is not known
whether there was one chick or more. The
literature mentions two eggs as the norm.
Chris Oosthuizen & Otto Schmidt

MEMBERS' OBSERVATIONS
CONSPIRATORIAL RAVENS
Otto Schmidt's account of a massed Whitenecked Raven flight over Table Mountain in
Promerops 291:14 virtually replicates my
observation near Barrydale entitled 'A Conspiracy
of Ravens' published in Promerops 269:14. As was
the case in Otto's observation, an exact count was
difficult as the birds were wheeling around and
intermingling. My minimum count of 60 birds
compares with his of 52 in one photograph.
The enigma remains. From just how wide an
area are the birds drawn, bearing in mind that
they are normally seen in isolated pairs? If Otto's
52 birds give us an assumed 26 pairs, it seems
incredible that the Cape Peninsula Mountain
Chain can support so many ravens. Why do they
assemble in this way in the late evening, and do
they roost communally as would seem to be
likely? The raven conspiracy continues until
someone can actually observe where they alight
as darkness falls.
Peter Steyn

Otto Schmidt

CONFIRMED BREEDING OF AMETHYST
SUNBIRD IN FERNWOOD, NEWLANDS
Amethyst Sunbirds are one of several bird species
that have been expanding their range into and in
the Western Cape in recent years, and they are
now becoming a well-established bird in certain
parts of suburban Cape Town. There is as yet
however, to our knowledge, no actual breeding
record for the Cape Peninsula although recently
fledged juveniles have been observed (Promerops
281:13).
In late July 2012, a sunbird nest was
discovered about seven metres up in the outer
branches of a plane tree in Moss Street,
Fernwood. From the lichens attached to the
outside of the nest it was suspected that this could
be an Amethyst Sunbird nest and after observing it
for a couple of days, a female Amethyst was seen
to be working on the almost completed nest.
Incubation seemed to start on about 4 August
and on 21 August the female was observed feeding
a chick (chicks?). During August we experienced a
number of severe north-west storms and the nest
was seen to be swinging dangerously at times, but
it remained intact. Feeding at the nest was
observed until the afternoon of 6 September, with
the female doing the majority of the work,

A male Amethyst Sunbird at the nest

KAROO KORHAAN CHASES BLACK
SPARROWHAWK
The following observation was made on the farm
Excelsior in the Swellendam district.
Three Karoo Korhaans were foraging on the
slope of a hill when we saw a Black Sparrowhawk
coming over the rise close to the group. One
korhaan immediately took to the air and started
chasing the sparrowhawk. The chase lasted at
least 20 seconds before the sparrowhawk fled out
of sight and the Karoo Korhaan rejoined the
group.
It is not often that a Black Sparrowhawk gives
right of way!
Jessie Walton & Rob Martin
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normal horizontal flight, the gull would almost sit
up in mid-air with its bill agape to catch the insect,
then continue in normal flight mode! I was also
very happy to get a picture showing a kite
removing what it had caught in its talons and
consuming it. We had never observed this
behaviour previously, but on consulting Google
on getting home again, I found that this is normal
feeding behaviour for kites. Although
photography was difficult with average results
using an entry level camera, I was nevertheless
very glad to have learnt something about bird
behaviour through my photography.
Daphne du Toit
Editor's footnote: A similar “termite feast” was
recorded by Peter Steyn near Club Mykonos at
Langebaan on 24 September 2010 - Promerops
285:16

More observations
BRAVE BLACKSMITH LAPWING
Helm and I were atlasing our pentad at the
Dolphin Beach vlei near Blouberg on the morning
of 23 July 2012.
Over the vlei a beautiful African Marsh
Harrier glided effortlessly.
I watched as it
swooped low over the reeds causing birds to fly up
in alarm. Hartlaub's Gulls were roosting in the
warm sunshine and when the harrier swooped
menacingly close, they flew noisily skywards, and
as a group (about 20 of them) decided to give
chase in annoyance.
The harrier continued to glide gracefully over
the reeds, not concerned at all by the screeching
gulls, and then out of the blue, and coming
through the gulls with speed and aggressive intent,
was a Blacksmith Lapwing.
It launched a
repeated physical and vociferous attack on the
harrier chasing the raptor away and over the R27
towards Flamingo Vlei.
Mission accomplished on the part of the
brave lapwing!
Gill van Zijl

SACRED IBISES FOLLOW DUNE SNAILS
The Sacred Ibis is a catholic and opportunistic
feeder. It is an omnivore par excellence and also a
scavenger and pilferer (Roberts' 7). Molluscs, of
which there are over 5 000 species in South
Africa, feature prominently in its diet.
One of these is the Dune Snail (Theba pisana)
which is an invasive species. It comes from the
Mediterranean and is common along the West
Coast, where they also often occur inland (M
Picker & C Griffins 2011 Alien & Invasive Animalsa South African perspective). It is regarded as a
serious agricultural and garden pest. Dune Snails
are conspicuous with their often snow-white
shells, and in summer they climb into or onto
shrubs, bushes, fence posts and telephone poles
in large numbers where they form thick mats.
In January 2011, travelling between Laaiplek
and Dwarskersbos on the West Coast, Dune Snails
were conspicuous along the road in shrubs and
bushes and on fence posts. North of Laaiplek a
large flock of Sacred Ibises were feeding on the
snails in an area cleared for urban development
but now again lightly overgrown. Although
normally a terrestrial feeder, several ibises had
climbed into or were perched on top of the shrubs
and bushes, and were seen picking off the snails
assembled along the branches as one would pick
cherries or berries. There is apparently as yet no
effective control for the Dune Snail but it is
unlikely that the Sacred Ibis, common as it may be
along the West Coast, would prove to be the
ultimate enforcer for this widespread and
abundant invasive species.
François van der Merwe

GULLS AND KITES HIT THE JACKPOT
On Friday 7 September we drove up to see the
flowers at Postberg in the West Coast National
Park. They were absolutely magnificent, carpets of
varying colours, and many different species when
one looked closely!
However, as one does, we kept our eyes open
for birds and were not disappointed. Large flocks
of gulls (a mix of Hartlaub's and Kelp) were flying
apparently randomly, and two Yellow-billed Kites
accompanied them, the latter flying with their
“landing gear” down, but never actually landing!
As we proceeded down the dirt road to
Plankiesbaai, we noticed that the lazier (or more
clever?) Kelp Gulls were pecking at something on
the verge of the road in front of us. If they were
disturbed by a vehicle, they merely circled and
returned to the verge to continue feeding. At that,
I climbed out of the car to inspect the verges. Sure
enough, there were termites galore gathering small
pieces of vegetation and dragging these to their
nests. Now we realised that the aerial activity was
not random, but in fact a feeding frenzy! There
was no antagonism between the gulls and the kites
- obviously sufficient food (winged termites) for all.
In one of my photographs, the peculiar aerial
feeding action of the gulls is apparent. From its
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